Department Information and Frequently Asked Questions

Cognitive Studies

DEPARTMENT: Philosophy
MAJOR: Cognitive Studies
LOCATION: 105I Newcomb

Chair: Radu Bogdan
Bogdan@tulane.edu
862-3387

Secretary: There is no secretary for Cognitive Studies

Q: Who are the Faculty/Major advisors?
A: Radu Bogdan, John Howard, Jeffrey Lockman, Harry Howard.

Q: Where do students often study abroad?
A: N/A

Q: What classes can students take within this major to fill the public service requirement?
A: N/A

Q: Does TU have a graduate program in this area? Does your office have information on grad programs at other schools?
A: No and Yes.

Q: Are there any clubs affiliated with this program?
A: No.

Q: Are there any places around the city that you would recommend for students to continue learning outside the classroom (i.e. museums, upcoming conferences or speakers)?
A: No.

Q: What internships/work study/summer programs do you know about?
A: N/A

Q: What is the process for declaring majors/minors?
A: Students meet with major advisor.

Q: What is the process for transfer credit?
A: Students meet with major advisor.

Q: Where do students find forms and to whom can we send electronic forms?
A: They can get forms from their major advisor.

Please send any changes to Gilda Hickerson ghicker@tulane.edu or 504 865-5798.